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In November 2008, William Howard Rough donated
to the Paul Green Foundation his 1961 Princeton
University Senior Thesis on “The Contribution of Paul
Green to American Drama.” Coincidentally, in that
same month, during a lecture I delivered on Paul Green
at the North Carolina Literary and Historical Association’s annual meeting, I expressed my concern that
NCLR had not yet received any submissions related to
Green for this issue’s special feature section on drama.
I knew, given my own recent work on Green, that I could
find provocative “new” Green material written by the
playwright himself in the Paul Green Papers, but I was
distressed by the silence about Green from others.
As I remarked during my lecture, although Paul
Green’s talents were widely recognized while he lived,
since his death he has been largely overlooked by
Southern literary scholars. Though Laurence G. Avery,
who has been an invaluable reference as we worked
on this issue, and John Herbert Roper, author of a
2003 Paul Green biography, have certainly recognized
Green’s contribution to Southern letters, there is
still relatively little scholarship on Green’s individual
works (including the Pulitzer Prize play); and the biennial meeting of the Society for the Study of Southern
Literature (SSSL) rarely includes a single paper on
this major Southern playwright. Green is still well
known here in North Carolina, but largely thanks to
the continued performance of The Lost Colony. And
besides Avery’s recent edition of The Lost Colony,
the material collected in Avery’s A Paul Green Reader,
and a reprint of the novel This Body the Earth published by the Paul Green Foundation, Green’s works
are all out of print.
And so, with the permission of the Paul Green
Foundation, we reprint in this issue one of Green’s
plays, White Dresses. We have also edited for publication William Howard Rough’s 1960 interview with Paul
Green. Rough and Green talked about the playwright’s
focus on race relations in plays like White Dresses,
as well as about outdoor drama. It was interesting to
notice as we edited the interview that Green began his
conversation with his visitor from Princeton somewhat
interviewing his interviewer and continued to do so to
some extent throughout their conversation, reflecting
the good professor he was to take the opportunity to
learn from the student even as he generously gave
of his time to share his own expertise. I thank H.G.
Jones and Laurence Avery for their role in bringing
this interview to my attention, and of course we thank

Bill Rough for allowing us to edit his interview for
publication in NCLR.
The original interview transcription/narrative and
Rough’s thesis will be part of the Paul Green Papers
in the Southern Historical Collection at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Green collection
holds many riches that literary and film scholars,
historians, folklorists, and sociologists would find of
value in scholarly studies of the period, the region,
and the various genres in which Paul Green wrote.
NCLR invites you to take a look and let us know what
you find that you might bring to our attention for
content of future issues.
It is certainly appropriate to begin a special
feature section on North Carolina Drama with Paul
Green, and we do hope that the Green content reminds
our readers of “Paul Green’s Legacy,” which, as
Laurence Avery suggests in his address on the subject,
extends beyond the dramatist’s writings. Indeed,
the rest of the drama section reflects Green’s influence: from the short piece on one of Kermit Hunter’s
outdoor dramas, still popular today, to the Currituck
County-set play of Kat Meads, reminiscent of works
by the Carolina Playmakers of Green’s generation,
and Bland Simpson’s article on “Musicians’ Theater,”
another North Carolina-based development reminiscent
of Green’s symphonic dramas.
More expressions of appreciation are extended
to others who answered our call for content for this
special feature section, beginning with the numerous
playwrights who submitted their original work for our
consideration – so many that we could only include a
few short plays – by Richard Krawiec and Sam Post as
well as Meads – and an excerpt of a longer play by June
Guralnick, which, as Walter Squire notes in the afterword
he contributed for background into the subject of Guralnick’s play, is a significant addition to the large body
of literature inspired by the 1929 Gastonia mill strikes:
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Guralnick’s Finding Clara is one of only a few dramatic works among many novels and songs, Squire
tells us. Also, Annette Saddik, expert on Tennessee
Williams’s later plays, responded enthusiastically to
our invitation to write an article on Williams’s North
Carolina play, Clothes for a Summer Hotel. Elizabeth
Spencer scholar and afficionado Terry Roberts
proposed an article on Spencer’s little known play
For Lease or Sale, about which Roberts also invited
the author herself to write a short afterword for our
readers. Gary Richards agreed readily to interview
eastern North Carolina writer Jim Grimsley about
Grimsley’s dramatic work and then to present a
paper on Grimsley’s drama for NCLR’s panel at the
twentieth Southern Writers Symposium at Methodist
University in Fayetteville.
Special thanks go to East Carolina University
playwright Robert (Bob) Siegel for all his help with
this special feature section. We also thank the
numerous theaters, among others, who responded
so generously to our calls for photographs of the
various plays referenced throughout the drama
section of this issue. And finally, we are very grateful to the Paul Green Foundation, who, after already
generously providing photographs and permission
to publish Green material – at no fee – responded
quickly and enthusiastically to our request for
help with additional funds for this issue of NCLR,
featuring North Carolina Drama. n
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